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By RICK MALASPINA 
Challenging A.S. Pres. Mike Buck to an 
open 










attorney general's office, A.S. Attorney Gene-
ral Steve Burch yesterday 
vowed  to ignore 
Wednesday's council censure of him. 
"I am not going 
to
 roll over, prostrate
 
myself and crawl 
into the grave for Mike 
Buck and his people




 Burch told 
the Spartan 
Daily yesterday. 










never  been involved 















































A.S. Judiciary will 
meet at 3 p.m. today 
to select a Chief Justice and discuss 
restrain-
ing orders and 
injunctions.  
A.S. Attorney 
General  Steve Burch will 
make the proposal for restraining 
orders  and 
injunctions. 
Burch's measure is to give any two judi-
ciary members the authority to sign an in-
junction order. 
An injunction order would give the attor-
ney general "the power to start or stop some-
thing," said Burch. 
A restraining order is issued
 to keep 
something unchanged until there has 
been
 a 
decision upon an application for an 
injunction 
Burch 
would like an injunction to last 
seven 
days. 
"This would be just a temporary thing 
until the grieving party can go before
 Judi-
ciary,"
 he said. 
Judiciary was unable to 
name  a new Chief 




 Bo Pitsker left 
school recently, leaving
 the post vacant. 
He asserted that
 he had no control over 
a recent investigation finding Burch in vio-
lation 
of







revealed  that 
Burch  has: 




involved in political 
issues,  
 made public his 
personal  biases on 
several issues, particularly on the recent A.S. 













able  to them on request. 
Burch  categorically
 responded



























































about Bill Becker, coordinator of SCIP.  
Burch
 






because "I wanted to make 
sure a fair forum 










A.S.  Constitution 
grants 
the attorney 




The article says the 
executive branch 
of government 
and  the attorney general "shall 











Department, the Spartan Daily,
 threatening to 
cut funds," said Burch. 
"I felt that somebody should 
speak up, 
that Mr. 
Buck  did not have the power, did 
not have the right
 to intimidate 
these people," 
he
 added. "I 
felt
 I had the power
 as attorney 
general
 to do 
it." 
To the 
accusation  of 
withholding
 Judiciary  
records, Burch said that 
council members are 
entitled to 
examine  only Judiciary 
decisions,  
not case records. 
Three weeks
 ago, Councilman 
Bill Jeske 
asserted
 that Burch had refused
 to allow him 
to examine such 
records. 
"Mr. Jeske 
asked  for private 
records  and 




 members to 
view  pri-
vate records,
 said Burch, 
would  be a direct 
violation 
of his duty 
specified
 in Act 36 















Special to the Daily 
The laborious process of selecting 12 
tnetative
 jurors for the Angela Davis trial 
was completed yesterday, only to have two of 
the panel dismissed by prosecution 
per-
emptory  challenges. 
In a surprise move, Miss Davis' attorneys 
indicated they would not challenge the 12 
original jurors who have undergone two rounds 
of intensive questioning during 
the past eight 
days.
 
"As presently constituted, the 
defense  will 
accept the jury,"
 defense attorney Leo Branton 
said 
when given the opportunity to dismiss 
jurors without cause. 




 challenges each. 
Prosecutor  Albert 
Harris
 used his first 
challenge to 
dismiss  Mrs. Ruth Ruth, the 
secretary who never
 heard of Angela Davis  
until called for 
jury duty, and Mrs. Alice
 
Everts, an accounting 
clerk. 
























































 for jury 
duty in this 
case. 
Both
 Russell and 
Gaetani went 
through  
their  first and 
second  
questioning
 before any 
other  jurors were 
dismissed.  
Judge  Richard 
E.
 Arnason indicated
 that he 
will
 follow this procedure,
 thus keeping all 
the seats 
in the jury 
box  filled. 
Russell, who 
replaced petite,
 blonde Mrs. 
Ruth,
 told the court
 he had attended























































































































chief defense attorney 
Howard  Moore, Jr., 
asked 
Gaetani,  an admitted sports 
follower  
who holds a B.S. in physical
 education. 
"It was probably the owners themselves 





players," replied Gaetani, adding that the 
owners probably 
thought they would lose 
money. 
Moore then asked 
why there were no 
coaches or managers in the major leagues. 
Gaetani said he didn't 
know  and proceeded 
to point out several Black coaches in 
pro 
basketball and football. 
Not to be outdone, Moore added 
to 
the list. 
At the conclusion of his
 questioning, Harris 





the team he played 
for. 
Gaetani, 45, explained
 that his parents had 
also experienced
 some racial bias when he 
was a child in a small town in Connecticut. 
"The Polish and Italian people in that 
town used
 to have kind of a hard time be-
cause they were foreigners and didn't
 speak 
the 
language,"  Gaetani remarked. 
Gaetani, a Willow Glen 
resident, pointed 
out under questioning that he had coached 
as well as played on racially mixed teams. 
The portly and balding accountant was also 
Closely
 
questioned  on his feeling towards 
Communism, and his 
opinions  on the events 
at the Mann County 
Courthouse.  
Miss Davis is facing murder, kidnap, and 
conspiracy charges stemming from a shoot-
out there in August of 1970. 
"Miss 
Davis  has the priviledge of be-
lieving what she wants," 
Gaetani told the court. 
"She  should be able to teach as long as she's 
teaching the subject she is 
supposed to. It 
really 
doesn't matter what she believes," 
he added in response to 
a question on his 
attitude toward Miss 
Davis' firing from UCLA. 
"Any killing or any death, especially
 when 
it happens like that, is 
tragic," Gaetani 
said in explaining his views on the events 
in Mann. 
"I know there was a death, a killing, but 
I don't know if it was a murder. There isn't 
any evidence yet to prove
 that," he added. 
Mrs. Ryon, another former SJS student, 
underwent lengthy 
questioning
 by the defense. 
Under questioning by defense attorney 
Doris Brin Walker, Mrs. Ryon revealed she 
had left SJS in order to work. 
She stated she had no prejudice against 
Blacks or 
Communists,  and didn't think Miss 
Davis' extensive education would bother her 
judgment of the case. 
Blonde Mrs. Ryon also told the court she 
had no objection to the $1,000 donation of the 
Presbyterian Church to Miss Davis' defense 
fund. 
"If the Presbyterian Church wanted to 
donate money to Miss Davis' 
defense  fund, 













LARRY  MAUTER 
and LISA McKANEY 
Second of Three Parts 
Although camping equipment is a major 
Investment and necessary for an enjoyable 
outing, there is another important aspect of 
camping --the 
food. 
What foods to 
eat while camping will not 
be discussed because this is a very 
personal
 
thing- -you eat what you like as long as you 
can carry it and store it properly. 
We will discuss, however, the value of the 
food that is taken on a camping trip, as com-
pared to 
what  is cooked
 at home. 
Cooking equipment while camping is not 
always, but 
should
 be, different from that used 
in an all -electric kitchen. 
Cooking on small
 one -or two -burner gas 
stoves  allows a better choice of campsites. 
The stoves can be moved into shelter away 
from wind 
or
 rain, and are cleaner and quicker 
to use than a wood fire. 
In addition to gasoline stoves, there are 
alcohol, kerosene and butane stoves. A can 
of solid fuel may also be used by placing 
the lighted fuel under an elevated wire
 grill 
on which the pots 
are placed. 
Kerosene is less flammable than
 gasoline, 









 Butane has about the 
same  heating 
value  as gasoline,
 but 




above timberline, cooking 
procedures 
are  just about the 
same
 as for 
snow camping.







hit  the trail right 
after break-
fast,
 take it easy the first 
half hour until 
your stomach is partly emptied. 
Another thing to consider is the diges-
tibility of food in relation to physical exer-
tion. Fat slows digestion and should be 
avoided at breakfast or lunch 
when you do 
extensive hiking. 
Protein digests faster, but remains in 
the stomach for some time, which is unde-
sirable before a 
climb.  
The Sierra Club Wilderness Handbook
 says 
carbohydrates
 are digested in the intestine and 
are the best thing to 
nibble on the trail or 
use for fuel before a quick start. 
The 
body does not digest 
any food well 
when tired. At the end of a hard day, don't 
sit right down and gorge yourself. 
"Drink a cup of tea 
or beef broth, relax 
for half an hour, 
and  then go into some solid 
food with enhanced appetite and improved 
gas-
tric powers," states the
 editor of the Wilder-
ness 












than  to 
consume
 a few 
large 
meals. 





noon -snack" habit. Load
 up in the evening 
and later at night if you are still hungry. 
Light weight and low bulk are of primary 
concern on all but very short trips. To 
achieve this, keep the water content of 
foods 
to a minimum, eliminate heavy packaging 
materials, and avoid 




This means the use 
of
 dehydrated foods, 
repackaging most of the food 
in polyethylene 
bags- -tin cans add 15 to 25 per 
cent to the 
weight of the contents and 
cardboard  packages 
5 to 10 per cent --and avoiding low -density 
items such as corn flakes
 or soda crakers. 
Another way 
to reduce weight is to increase 
the use of 
fat,
 such as bacon grease or 
margarine, because fat has 
over  twice as many 
calories per ounce as protein or carbohy-
drate. 
Even so, the diet probably will contain 
a lower proportion of fat than usual, since 
there are few rich sauces and desserts. 
If both minimum weight and minimum price 
are 
important, adequate high quality protein 
can be provided
 by using additional powdered 
milk, powdered 
eggs,  and dry cheese. 
This is not intended
 as an all-inclusive 
guide 
for the novice camper. Rather, we 
will 
concentrate on several aspects of camping, 
attempting
 to show you don't have to be a 
Daniel Boone to 
enjoy  the wilderness. 
For people
 who want to get into the 
technical aspects of backpacking, there are 
several good books, among 
them,  the Sierra 
Club Wilderness Handbook and the Moun-
taineering Handbook. 
Experience on the trail can be the best 
instructor of all. Looking back, many people 
feel near
-disastrous  situations are highly in-
structional. It has been said that life is a 
learning experience. To this, we might add, 
backpacking
 is one of the more pleasurable 
learning experiences offered. 
When planning a wilderness trip, it is 
often 
necessary
 to familiarize yourself with 
the terrain through which you will travel. 
One way you can do this is to speak to people 
who are familiar with a given area. Ques-
tion them about trails, campsites, water, etc. 
A second way to learn an area is to study 
a map. The U.S. Geographical Service pro-
vides topographical maps for any part of the 
United States. These maps may be pur-
chased for a small cost. 
Mapreading isn't nearly as 
difficult as is 
sometimes thought. One important concept 
to keep in mind is to visualize the land from 
the contours shown on the map. Gets survey 
map of an area that is familiar to you. 
To many, wilderness travel Is what back-
packing is all. about. The thrill of round-
ing a corner to find a majestic view is 
much of the reward one receives for his 
troubles. 
One or two points should be made
 con-




 should travel at a relaxed 
pace, a pace you 
will
 be able to maintain 
throughout the day.
 To start out at accel-
erated pace is a mistake
 not only because 
you will tire quickly,
 but also because you're 
probably  hiking to enjoy the 
surroundings, and 
you're bound to miss 
a lot if you're cruising 
along in high
 gear. 
In establishing a campsite, safety should 
be of prime 
consideration.  Avoid areas of 
possible 
rock
 or snow slide. Stay away 
from creekbeds. If it rains, you could find 





should be the primary targets in picking camp-
sites. Select a site that is close to a water 




 night falls, 
you'll
 appreciate 
the warmth a small fire can provide. 
Be
 sure to prepare your bedsite before 
nightfall.
 Small rocks and 
sticks
 will cause 
discomfort
 if they end up 
under your sleeping 
bag. 
A most
 important fact in 
breaking
 camp 
is to be sure 
your campfire  
is
 thoroughly 
drowned.  If you cover 
your fire with dirt, 
be 
sure  there is no 
combustible
 material 






 what was 
previously  men-
tioned
 in the first part of 












Experimental College is now 
offering 
classes in backpacking
 and rock climbing. 
There is no tuition and both classes are still 
open to enrollment. The classes will cover 
technique, equipment and possible 
hike sites. 
In addition, field trips 
in
 both classes are 
planned. For more information, 
call
 Alan 









































































































































































































































































































































































up 6 per 
cent of 
the Daily 

























must  write their own 
news. But the 
fact
 is most Chicano 
news has been 
writen  by two re-
porters on our staff --Fred Correa 
and David 
J.





 we have 
co-








provided  for 
the

















 why are 





















The idea isn't 
unique. Every 
special interest
 group --from 
con-
servatives 




 or even the
 
political
 camps of 
A.S.  Pres. Mike 
Buck 
and  A.S. Attorney 
General 
Steve Burch, etc.-
 -would love their 





as they see fit. 
But if 
that  is ever allowed
 to 
happen, your 







 who respect a free and 
independent press 
realize  this fact. 
And we as 
journalists  particularly 
cherish
 a press that is obligated 
to no special 
interests
 or political 
influence. 
Only in this 










 Only this 
way 
can  we 
represent
 you --our 
25,000  
readers --in the 
fair
 and impartial 
manner  you 
deserve.  
Jose
 State Cowie COwnunily Sex, 1934 
The press is the 
best  instrument 
for 
enlightening the mind of 
man  and 
improving





































































has  suddenly become very fash-
ionable






can  quickly 
find  himself 
a-
mong 








































For in Orwell's "1984" at 
least 
there is Big Bother. Gruesome, 
sterile and cold as he may be at 
least he becomes something to be-
lieve in. 
For today if you believe in some-
thing; God or apple pie, your head 
hasn't been completely enlightened. 
Perhaps the world is 90 per cent 
"nothingness," but to turn to nihilism 
negates the fact that there is any re-
deeming factor in  this atomic push-
button world, and if so, why exist? 
Unless, of course, 































































































































































and  the 
mound grows 
as the day passes on. 
Venture
 down any campus side-
walk and look
 at the carefully groomed 
shrubbery and flowerbeds. 
Look 
again. Cigarette 
butts  are scattered 
wherever
 the  eye meets the earth. 
Rather  than take five extra 
seconds  
to find an ash 
tray,  students gaily 
fling 
cigarette
 butts to the wind, and 
let them fall where they may. 
Most
 students would be insulted if 
guests in their home
 spilled coffee 
or cola on a table
 without bothering 
to clean it 
up. These same students 
think nothing
 of leaving a cafeteria 
table 
in a mess comparable 
only  to 
a 
Saturday






































 your column 
of March 2nd 
with both 
sadness





 has been 
happening
 on college 
campuses over 
the 
past  eight years is 
tragic indeed. 
So now Messrs. Crilly and
 Pellerin 
are 
becoming aware of 
a possible 
threat 




 has been touched.
 Sorry 
gentlemen,  but you 





 belongs to 
your 
generation.  You in your youthful
 
idealism have 
nurtured,  protected and 
shielded




 that yours is the 
generation touted to be the most 
tolerant, educated and 
idealistic of 






who have pandered to and 
pampered your 
whims in order to gain 
bloc acceptance of leftist 
goals.  The 
only thing 




















truth  shall be 
heard  - and 
only  I speak 
the truth." 
Well, that's 
not freedom - 
that's 
license.















 Where? It is 
truly  a 
hypocrisy of 





 your country 
is safer in 
the land 
of his antagonists
 than he is 
on 
college 







 do you 
show 
establishment  
spokesmen?  How 
much was 
afforded 
























appears  to be a cycle at  
SJS whereby the 
commuter  eventually 
moves into a 




 if he 
hasn't already 
graduated,
 moves from 
the apartment
 into a house. 
Having progressed 
to
 the third 
stage, I have 
come to the 
conclusion  
that it 
is all a symptom 
of education, 
of growing up. 
Commuting might be 
compared to 
still being
 connected to one's um-
bilical cord.







to fly are more 
likely  to send their 




The dormitory, the student will 
discover,
 is not really 
freedom.  It 
is endorsed 
by the college, and, 
horror of horrors, even 
endorsed  by 
Letter











 he is free 
from most regulations 
and has the 
impression 
that it is 
his  castle. 
Moving  into a house 
does  not at-
tract me. It does,
































 a return home
--a  bringing of 
one's home,
 without strings,
 to the 
campus. 
On 
the other hand, 
perhaps it is 







I find the need to 
comment on the 
choice of sport 
photos
 in relation with 
the write-ups. There is absolutely 
no connection 
between them! Thus 
we are being misled. 
A perfect
 example of this appeared 
on Feb. 18. I noticed the picture of 
the SJS basketball
 game against 
University of Pacific, yet the article 
pertained to the SJS-Long Beach 
game. There wasn't even one word 
mentioned to tie together the 
action  
shot and the 
article that appeared 
with it. I was led to assume that the 
rematch with UOP had already been 
played.
 
Not until the day after the actual 
event occurred did I find out the 
truth. Due to this misunderstanding, 
although I was in Stockton this past 
weekend,  I missed the game! 
As I 
glanced  back on this parti-
cular edition of the Spartan Daily, 
I became aware the picture was 
taken in the Men's Gym here at 
SJS, and not at the 
Civic  Audi-
torium in Stockton. 
The thing that aggravates me is 
that the game from which the photo 
was taken took place two weeks 
prior to its 
appearance  in the paper. 
Even before I decided to come 
here
 to S.% I always looked forward 
to the U0P-SJS 
basketball games. 
With this in mind I feel
 justified 
to 






 there is 






 and every 
day. It is 









 is to be used 
(especially
 in 





solution  to 
this
 problem 








 photo is 
not of an 
immediately  
recent





 also help 
to 
give the 












 the sports 
page is on an 
avail-
ability 
basis.  The 









because  it 
was
 the only 
good 




 from the 
Long  Beach 
game since





and we didn't 
have a photo-
grapher there.




pictures  but 
we 
do
 the best we 






for not being 
informed by 
the 
news  media, the 
March
 3 issue 
of the Daily 
plainly  stated SJS was 
traveling to 










its parents and denied its own herit-
age'? 
If yours is as 




 why is V.D. at epidemic 
levels? Why do so many of you flow 
horse through your veins'? Why is it 
that you 
have  such a burning 
passion  to 
legalize 
pot'?  It seems to 
me 
that  the 
generation before you had 
sense en-
ough to leave that kind of 
crap alone. 
You are in no way more idealistic 

















stroyed a cancer that festered
 such 
places as Auschwitz, Bergen'Belsen, 
Buchenwald, Dachau and hundreds 
of 
other insanities like them.
 How many 
of your generation even know what 
these places were? 
In 






 life for you. 
You're 
healthier and you live longer 
today because of your parents. Now 
your indolence
 and boredom have led 
you into the heady excitement of 
revolution. Right on Baby. In rev-
olutions people
 do get hurt. 
Crilly has learned
 some of this 
lesson.  
You were told that you could 
peacefully co -exist with the
 cobra - 
as 
long
 as it was on the other side
 of 
the  fence. Put that cobra in bed with 
you 
and... 
But yours is the generation of 
"Please 
Dad,
 I'd rather do it 
myself!"  
Mention 
was made of the hysteria 
of
 the McCarthy era. 
Having lived 
during that 
time I can't recall one 
single incident of 
someone losing his 
life as a result of a right wing bomber. 
Today 
your  generation accepts 
burning banks, bombed
 police stations 
and murdered officers as an accept-
able way of life. After all, the pro-
gressive ends justify 
the means. 
You rally to the liberal 
paranoia  
of the massive 
conspiracy  that exists 
on the right. Where 
is it? The Ku 
Klux Klan 
is throttled. The American 
Nazi party is 
a farcical version of the 
Keystone Kops. Who ever 
hears any-
thing from the John Birch 
Society  any-
more? Where 
indeed is the threat? 
Are the 
bombings
 and assassinations 
from the right? Is Angela
 Davis 
dead? Or William Kunstler? Or 
any of the 
Chicago
 Seven? Was it a 
right wing clack 
that threatened 
Crilly?  Was it a right wing assassin
 
that
 killed John and Robert Kennedy? 
Where is the real threat 
Kiddies? 
You know, there was once a 
wise
 
race of people in Africa
-the Basuto -
who had a philosophy: 
If a man does 
away with his traditional way of 
living and 
throws
 away his good ha-
bits he had first better make certain 
he has
 something of value to replace 
them. Too bad none of you have ever 
heard of the Basuto. 
So where will it all lead us? To 
Hell, I suppose. The schism is too 
deep. It can't be bridged. My 
philosophy is based on history and 
the life experience. Yours is on 
tenuous speculation. You 
may get 
around to it the hard way. But by 
then it will be too late. 
Ah so! Who gives a damn anyway. 
Certainly not you. 
Certainly
 not I. 




P.S. Some years ago, in my youthful 
idealism, I broke my back for what I 
thought would be a better world for 
your generation.
 I thought it was 
right then and I was proud of the fact 
that I had helped in some small way to 
maintain a better life for your peers. 
Today I believe that was a serious 
mistake. You would not 
do
 the same 
thing for me. 
Editor's note:
 All student and 
faculty members are encouraged to 
express their views on any sub-
ject in the letters
 to the editor 
secion of the 
editorial  page. Let-
ters
 may be mailed or brought to 
the  Spartan Daily office, JC 208, 
and must be 250 words or less, 
typewritten and double-spaced. 
Name and activity
 or faculty card 
number must be included, and all 
letters must be signed. Non-
students and non
-faculty  members 
are asked to include address, tele-
phone number and title
 orposition. 
The Spartan Daily will not print 
letters which are libelous or in 
poor 
taste.
 The editor reserves 
the right to edit 
or cut letters 
to 
conform to space 
limitations 
and to cease 
publication  of let. 
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 - A shipment ut *heat seed
 trout Canada or the 
United States 
is blamed for an outbreak of mercury
 
poisoning
 in Iraq that travelers say 
has taken as many as 
1,000 lives. Brain damage, 
blindness and paralysis plague 
thousands. 
But the travelers said the seeds, distributed for planting 
only, were packed in sacks plainly marked with skull and 
crossbones.  
The travelers said peasant 
farmers ignored the poison 
warnings 
and  fed the seed to cattle 
or ground them up as 
flour for 
themselves. 
The entire meat marked soon 
was contaminated and the 
sale of local meat 
banned. 
With  reports of hundreds 
of cases of poisoning 
the  
government ordered
 the seed to be handed 
back. The death 
penalty was decreed for anyone 
caught
 selling it. 
Frightened peasants 
dumped  the seed in the Tigris 
River. 
and the
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become  our 
own 
























1528 W. SAN 
CARLOS 





















































































Discriminating landlords will be the target of 
"Operation  Open," a program newly developed by the 
A.S. 
Housing  Office to handle student complaints
 of 
discrimination
 in housing. 
According to Pat 
Helmkie, graduate assistant to 
Acting Housing Director Kordell
 Koland, the Housing 
Office is in need of volunteers
 of all races for a few 
hours this semester to check complaints 
that  come 
into the office. 
In the past, people who believed themselves vic-
tims of discrimination would travel to 
San  Francisco 
and file a complaint at the Housing and Urban Develop-
ment Office (HUD). 
According to Miss Helmkie, this was a long com-
plicated process. "Foreign students usually don't 
have access to a car and generally didn't have the 
time,'  she said. 
There 
are various forms of discrimination around 
the SJS campus, Miss Helmkie pointed out. Besides 
the racial and ethnic and poor credit references, there 








rather rent to a certain minority because 
of
 the 
stereotyping of their ethnic background. 
For an example, Miss Helmkie noted that the 
Asian -Americans have been tabled as 
quiet, well-
behaved and won't cause any trouble, so the landlord 
would prefer to rent to them. 
After receiving a discrimination 
complaint,  the 
Housing Office will send out a racially mixed two -
man team of student volunteers 
to investigate. One 
of the students assumes the characteristics
 of the 
homeseeker and will try to 
rent
 the house or apart-
ment using 
basically  the same story as the plaintiff. 
If he is turned down, the second member (of a 
different ethnic 
background)  will try to rent the same 
place. If 
lie 
is allowed to rent, the 






what he wants 
Each 
member
 will then go back 
to the Housing 
Office and 
fill
 out an audit report. 

























may  confront 
the owner 
with  the evidence
 
collected  which 
frequently 
results in 












 or the 
case 
may be 



























 to their housing situation.
 such as maintenance, 














will  be celebrated
 to-
night at 
7:30  at Raphael 
Weill School, 1501
 O'Far-

























A carpool will form at 
Seventh and San 
Fernando  
Streets at 6:15 p.m. Child 
care will be 
provided
 at the 




"What s wrong with the 
conventional 
educational 
process" will be discussed 
in a "Seminar on Ed-
ucational Reform" today at 
3 p.m. in the-C.U. Pacheco 
Room. 
Clint Sample, class or-
ganizer for this Experi-
mental College 
workshop,  
explained, "We will try to 
find logical alternatives to 
the present system and Ways  
to implement them. 
"There's a better way 
to learn non -conventionally 
--I'd hate to see  my own 
children have to go through
 
the same repressive sy-








ICSC, 6 30 p.m Grace Baptist 













 meeting to work 
out the details 
for the workshop on 
comparative 
education  and culture 
Everyone inte
 eeeee d in the tour of 





welcome to attend 
BETA ALPHA 
PSI, accounting club. 
7 30 
p m , Red Fox Dm, 1441
 N 
Fourth St Initiationof new members 
Lloyd Taylor,
 controller. Hawlatt-
Packard, will be the guest speaker. 
CHESS CLUB, 
I pm, CU Loma 
Print.  Room 
This





for players, and free for any spect-
ators A 
lecture












MAGAZINE  poetry staff, 11 
30
 











for dealing with 




single life will be 
held 
tomorrow 
and Sunday at 
10731 Ridgeview 




 noon, Jewish 
Student Center, 
47 S. Fifth  St. Fr. 
bagel and lox brunch. 
TRI-C CLUB.
 
930  a m., 
First
 Bap-
tist Church 100 Ironwood 
Orion.
 Meet 




transportation,  a van 
stops in front of West Hall 
at 9 a.m. 
SPEAKERS1 
TOMORROW 
HERBERT APTHEKER, Rpm New-
man Center. 79 S Fifth St "Ban 







 FLICKS, "The Boys in the 
Band." starring Kenneth 
Nelson  and 
Leonard Frey. 
land
 10 p m , Morris 
Dailey 
Auditorium  50 cents 
JONAH'S WAIL 
coffee house, 9p 
lam,m.-
3005 10thSt. Bob Kendall, 
folk guitar and 
banns.
 Ren, folk guitar, 
Ron Thompson, 
blues  piano and slide 
guitar 
-TAMING OF THE SHREW,-  S 
15 
p m 
, College Theatre, presented by 
the 
SJS  Drama Department Tickets 
are available at 
the theatre box 
of-
fice
 for tonight and 
tomorrow 
THE  OPEN DOOR CLUB, 7 30 p m , 
C U cafeteria 
Sing along 
NONACID  GUTIERREZ. pianist. S 30 
p m San Jose Community Theatre. 
SKI CLUB, sign ups for the March 17-
19 trip to Squaw and Sugar Bowl 
will 
be taken until next 
Wednesday.
 5 p m . 
in the Student Aff aors Business Off
 ice 
$17
 members, S21 non members 
TOMORROW
 




 jazz piano, 
Janie Jones, folk guitar 
By LA QU1TA 
BALDOCK 
A feminist cry of 
"Chau-
vinistic 
Pig!"  begets many 
things,
 but not a dictionary -
clear 
definition. 
Chauvinism traces its 
origin to the French word, 
chauvinisme, from Nicholas 
Chauvin.
 He was a legendary 
French soldier, extremely 
devoted to Napoleon 
Bonaparte.  
Chauvin  was written into 
a play, "La Cocarde Tri-
color," by Charles and Jean 
Hippolyte-Cogniard 
in 1831. 
So by definition, a'  chau-
vinistic pig" is a 
legendary 










 to and 
glorification of one's coun-
try."  
Another dictionary sum-
mation might describe a 
"chauvinistic pig" as a 





 in either sy-
nopsis of the dictionary de-
finitions. 










word to describe people who 
are 
boastful  and steadfast 
exponents of male superio-






pig -callers and chauvinis-
tic -male -pigs are only 
blind, feminine, French pat-
riots praising other blind, 
masculine,





By CORY FARLEY 
Feature
 Editor 
We continue,  this week, 
with the saga of Joe Cool, 
boy explorer, and his quest 
for the perfect campsite --
one that's nearby, cheap, 
attractive, not too crowded, 
and possessed of at least 
minimal comforts. 
No chance. There are 'V 
lot of places. 
'around that 
meet SOME of the criteria,
 
but somehow they always 
come up short.
 Usually. 




they're empty ther're SO bad 
you need malaria pills
 and 
a machete 
to get in. 
Never despair.
 Last week we 




 Memorial and 
Huddart  Parks in 
San Mateo 
County,
 two nice places





we're  going to 




 is about 13 




 signs from 
Highway  9. I 
haven't
 spent any con-
siderable length 
of time there, but 
according to the 
flack  
they give you when you go in it's a "Mountainous wooded 
area  along river. 15 day limit, 60 tent and trailer sites 
$3. Flush toilets, city water, firewood, showers, laundry. 
fishing,
 stream swimming, hiking...." 
Well, yes. It's not quite 
as much like Yosemite as they 
make it sound, but 
it's all right. And it's 
close,
 which 
counts for a lot. You could run up 
Friday  night and spend 
the weekend.
 
On weekends the crowd gets "a little thick," 
which  is 
forest  ranger 
talk for "you
 have to 
walk
 across 
three  miles 
of station wagons to get to the gate." But the park accepts 
reservations- -in fact they 
already have reservations about 
hordes of SJS students coming up to see them. Call 
989-9098 to save a spot. 
Butano Park, closer
 to the coast and farther north than 
Portola, 
is
 best reached via Cloverdale Road from 
Pescadero.  
Like Portola, it costs $1 to picnic,
 $3 to camp, and affords 
the customary amenities. 
Since it's on the coast, Butano tends 
to be moister than 
Portola, with the
 result that it's the site of the World Mos-
quito Convention
 every Spring. I was there last 
weekend 
and escaped unbitten, but when
 they come out they REALLY 
go to 
work.  They'll close
 everything 
that's
 open and open
 
everything that's closed all over 
your body, no matter 
how 
much 6-12 you smear on. The bug 
season
 lasts only 
a few 
weeks, though, so it's not really a problem. 
Butano doesn't seem to get quite  as 
crowded
 as Portola 
does, but it wouldn't hurt to call. Reservation and information 









comfortable.  Start 
with  
, 
your favorite shirt, 
pull















































































































WINE AND BEER 
I 2 




















 00 AM to 11 00 PNI Mon F 




 00 AM to 9 00 PM Sunder 
FOR 
SALES AND SALES MANAGEMENT 
TRAINING  PROGRAM 
This Program is designed to develop 
young college grad-
uates for 
careers  in life insurance sales and sales manage. 
ment. It provides





(including 2 weeks at a Home Office 
School)
 before moving 
Into full sales 
work 
Those












 of ample oppor-
tunity to nusse on to so,
 h isork 
in 
either  
our  held offices  
or 










 unusual opportunities 
for 
those  accepted 
Arrange with the pia( 
einem  "(tire fru 
an 






Connecticut  Mutual  Life 






































 Union? Sure --that's where I buy 
coffee."  
But there's more to it than that. The Union was built to serve the students and faculty 
in many ways, not just as a cafeteria. 
I'm ashamed to admit
 I didn't even know there was a bowling alley in the Union until 
I started this story, but there is. Only 40 cents a line, a dime for shoes. 
And pool tables? They've got pool tables down there you
 wouldn't believe; ROWS of 
the things, at $1 an hour for students, $1.50 for non -students. 
Rumors of a "Walk Down the Stairs Stoned" Derby are probably 
exaggerated;  never-
theless it can be tricky, winding your way along the 
gold
 and maroon striped carpet. 
Just look at the building, next time you're in there. 
It's huge, yet it has a feeling of 
light 
and air inside and out. It's an interesting and unusual structure, making efficient 
use of space 
without  crowding. 
Every photographer on campus must have a sheaf of pictures of the Union from every 
conceivable angle --but new and original ones turn up often. 
The stairways and carpet -stripes and chairs combine, when seen from the third level, 
to make 
an unbelieveable range of kaleidoscopic patterns. 
Maybe the best use to which you can put the Union, though, is as a place to relax, a 
place to meet your friends. 
Play --or listen to --a 
guitar.  
It you play, someone 






will accompany you. 









equities of life or whatever's bothering you that day. 
You can even study there. 
C.F. 
March 
10,  1972, 












By STEVE WEBBER 
The SJS Joint Effort is 
mean to critics. They just 




performed at the coffee 
house Tuesday night and the 
blues fondled my soul. 
The set started without 
Musslewhite. His back-up 
band
 
with Fenton Robertson 
on lead guitar and vocals, 
Glenn Cronkhite on bass and 
Gerald  Pederson handling 
the
 drums played some fan-
tastic 
Chicago blues. The 
tightness 
and feeling was 
unbelievable. One almost 
forgot that Musslewhite was 
FOX  Theatre 
141, SO FIRST AUF 




















IT BE Si 
A HARD










 shuffled his 
way  to the stage. Long 
hair greased straight
 back, 
brown sport coat, shirt open 
at the collar,
 small goatee, 
dangling cigarette, all mov-
ing
 ever so slowly. 
You know this man is 
blues.
 
And then he proves it. 
He picks up that harp, moves 
to the microphone and 
starts 
to blow. And you 
remember  
who you came to see. 
The man 
plays.  And he  
sings. 




from the gut 
to







blues would be 
like 
Lawerence  Welk 
trying  to 
get B.B.
 King high 
on
 cham-
pagne  music. 
So I ain't 
even going to try. 
If you 
were there you 
felt it, if 
you  weren't, you 
missed




















































ATGSB   
  '3F.P73, 
or, 
Gists 













Pilirnifed  tape 
lesson! tor 
review 






Home  study 
material  
prepared  by 
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ORCHESTRA AND CHOIR 











c  V 





MARKET  AT HYDE,
























place  for 
people  
from 












Charlie 'n the 
blues 
Also on the 
bill was a 
couple  of zany 
fellows.  
Franck and Und 
Jas are 
insane,
 witty, satirical, 
tal-
ented, madcap groovies. 
Und Jas plays the piano 
and croons to the girls
 about 
his six inch tongue
 and ed-








acio Gutierrez will appear 
with the San Jose Symphony 
Orchestra
 tonight at 8:30 
p.m. in the San Jose Com-
munity 
Theatre. 
The program will con-
sist of the "Symphony Fan 
tastique"  by Berlioz; 
"Andagio for Strings," by 
Barber; and Rachmaninoff's 
"Concerto No. 3 in D minor 
for 
Piano  and Orchestra." 
This concert will be the 
first one students can attend 
for $1 under a special rush 
seating 
program. 
Under this arrangement 
SJS students can go to the 
Community Theatre Box Of-
fice 15 minutes before the 
concert, show an ASB card, 
and enter the event for $1. 
Due to the heavy ticket 
sales there are only 20 seats 
reserved for rush seating in 
the Gutierrez concert. Ac-
cording to the Symphony Of-
fice more will be reserved 

























 leave your name at the 






































































































 I  AIN 
140 









ing fingers. He turned me 
on.  
Franck is amazing. His 
imitations 
of
 different styles 
of 
singing were knee -
slapping funny. He did a 
parody of 
James  Brown that 
set my soul










 talent. Und 
Jas can really
 play the piano 
and Franck, a 
former  actor, 
has perfect 
timing




times  during the per-
formance I was
 moved to 
pound
 the table and grace-
fully fall out
 of my chair. 
They cracked
 me up. 
On the week
-ends  at the 
Joint Effort
 there is free 
entertainment
 for students 
and 50
 cent  general ad-
mission. This 
week -end the 
managers 
say  they've got a 
good show,
























































































thought to be one 
of
 the most 
painfully dull
 parts of the 
Bible,  builds to a crescendo
 
of mass copulation.
 It should 
be
 the most interesting 
high 







































Paula  Baker, 
Sa-







 asked question: 
Is the second 











it isn't quite 
as





 and a foldout
 with 
her lyrics is 
included.
 




only  with Curtis 
Amy playing a 
soulful
 tenor 





on the congas 
and tambourine in the 
float-
ing love 




troduction  to 
"It's 




























And it's going to 
take 
some 
time this time." 
Her songs point 
out some 
of the 
happier times and ca-
lamities of the young 
and 
old.
 Maybe it's 
another  
"Sweet Season" for Carole 
and "Music." 














you find yourself 
hassled by the 
crowds  at the 
South Bay 
nightspots,  or if you're 
on the shorts this 
week-
end, 
here's  a rundown of 
some  of thetube's 





to have a TV antenna capa-
ble of picking
 up Sacramento, 
and  you're a Patrick 
McGoohan 
fan, catch "The 




movie (7 p.m. 











 5 has a special
 at 
7 p.m. 
with Bay Area 
children  talking to 
Walter  Cronkite  
and other CBS 
newsmen about Pres. 
Nixon's recent trip 
to 
China...Don't
 forget "All in 
the Family" at 
8 p.m. on 
Channel  5...I1 you 
saw
 "The Omega Man"
 last summer, you 
might like 
to
 see a 1964 film 




 Am Legend," 
namely,








 p.m.. .A fairly good
 sci-fi flick, with 
nifty 
special effects,
 is "Earth vs.
 the Flying 
Saucers"
 at 11 
p.m. on Channel 44. 
SUNDAY:
 Channel
 36 has an 




Correspondent"  ... An 
interesting British 
sci-fi  film, "Five 
Million  Years to 
Earth,"





 7 and 11 
have  "Lord 
Jim" on in two parts:
 the first part is 9 
p.m.,  the second 
part on 
Monday,  also at 9 
p.m...."Elizabeth  
R"
 is the 
"Masterpiece
 Theater" 
offering  on Channel
 9 at 9 p.m.... 
Another 
British
 import, a horror






 5 at 11:45 p.m.
 
MONDAY: 
Channel 9 has 
an interesting 
(at least it 
sounds
 interesting) 
sci-fi program, written 
by








 4 has a Bob Hope
 special at 
9 





at 10 p.m. 
Channels 7 and 
11 have a program
 with ABC 
commentator Harry
 Reasoner entitled 

















in Ireland's social 
struggle. Yet, the
 struggle 
is still not 
easy  for the out-
sider to understand. 
What might explain a 
sudden new interest 
in Ire-
land's story is a book pub-
lished in 1967,
 whose author, 
Desiree Edwards Rees, died 
before it left the 
publisher's 
hands. 
It begins in legend
 and 
shows the 
transformation  of 
ancient









Throughout  the book 
we
 
learn of an arrested 
civili-
zation, 
a period of history 
when the world 
looked  to 
this small island for its 
knowledge, art, and defini-
tion of Christian doctrine. 




 nearly every known 
civilization of their time, 
Ireland remained free, con-
nected 
only by the arts of 




It is in the time of the 












The chapter "Saints and 




His time has 
been difficult
 to pin down 
but it is agreed it 
was  some-
where in the 
5th century. 
This era was the 
begin-
ning of great 
Irish  art, let-
ters and 
religious thought. 
The 7th and 8th
 centuries 
saw Ireland as the 
great 
teacher of the 
world.  
With the family of Tudors
 
and tribal land
 tenure under 
the English, the 
religious 
question 




 The threat 
of war penetrated from other 
Catholic countries such as 
Spain.  There was the fear 
that willing Ireland would be 
swooped up by the 
Spanish.
 









































 the Irish 
become 
good Anglicans.
 The Bible 
was 
in English and 
schools 
were set up 
as Protestant. 
The 





 Irish language, 
most 
of
 them did not 
speak 
English. 
Ireland stopped growing. 




 to these 
artistic 
people today 













FILM IN THE 
HISTORY
 OF MOTION 
PICTURES.THIS
 IS THE FILM
 THAT 























best yet!" "Can they 
show  
that?"  "One scene was 
revolting  
to 
me, but the rest was 





existed, and I'm the mother 
of three 
children!""How  can this film be 
seized
 -  -  I 






















is a straight 
forward  
defense
 of erotica 
and  sex educa-
tion 
for its





























DAILY  AT 
12
 NOON I 
NOTICE: 












SALVADOR.  SAN JOS 
ijoimeoy th 




NO ONE UNDER IA ADMITTED! 





























rock sound with much 
success
 except 











 by both 
Jazz
 and rock 
stations alike. 
















on congas and 
bongos 











June 16 / Sept 14 
$/59 
June 29 / Aug 31 
5269  
June 24 / 
Sept 8 
5265  
Jon. 29 / Sept 10 9262 
Don't cross the channel 
twice,
 
Ask for into on 
streamlined study 
programs  abroad and on Inter 
Europe student flights 
Prof 
P Bentler 
1213)277-S200  or 
g79 
-3111  c o Sierra Trove! Inc 
. 
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3-7.  BE 
THERE  AND 
GET A LOT 





























































































































































































































































































































 scored giving the 
Spartans a 
foot in the 
door.  
SJS 





























off  the 











fray  at 3-3.
 














































would  like 
to 
catch the 

































Spartans  looked 
im-
pressive










meet that could 
be decided 
in any 
event. Out of 
the  17 
events,  only three 
are vir-
tual sure





SJS long jum pe 
r Phil 
Quinet,





















favorites  for SJS 




hurdles), Russ Royal (pole 
vault), Ted Whitley
 (100 yard 




Greg Born (shot put), Bill 
Crawford (high jump) and 
Maury 











By JAY GOLDBERG 
With the 1972 Summer 
Olympics drawing near, indi-
viduals are competing in 
qualifying 
tournaments  for 
the  different sports to repre-
sent the
 United States. 
On Saturday night at 6, 
the SJS judokas 
will host the 
P.1,1 ie
 Coast


































Oldest  3nd 
Largest





























want  to 
go.  Just 
call
 It's a 
-  - 


















at the following 
stores 
1695 W. 

















Student Body Card 
Necessary  for registration 
AMERICA'S LEADING IMPORTED 
CAR  PARTS SUPPLIER 
Championships in Spartan 
Gym. 
The matches are not team 
competition, but part of the 
many qualifying rounds 
the athletes have to go 
through to represent the U.S. 
in Munich in August. 
"Some of the top judomen 
in the country will compete 
Saturday night," said SJS 
coach Yosh Uchida. 
Frank Rackley,  the 1965 
heavyweight
 champion from 
resno State; Mickey 
l'suchida, holder of the 
fourth 
legree black belt and the cur -
tent 
national  champion in the 
176 
weight division from 
r k 
y Jim Westbrook,  
the 1966 AAU open compe-








 the 1967 
AAU 
154 pound champion will
 
be 




















Long,  the 
1970 
National  
Champion  in the
 185 
classification!  
There will be an admis-







ment will be held tomorrow
 and Sunday in the men's
 gym at 
De Anza College in 
Cupertino. 
The San Jose Golden Spokes,
 second place finishers in 
the 
Northern California 
conference, will go 
against Long 
Beach 
in game No. 2 on 
Saturday.




The  SJS gymnastics squad 
closes out its season 
tonight
 
by hosting San 
Diego  and San Francisco 
State in Spartan 
Gym. 
Meet  time is 7:30. 
SWIMMING
 
The finals of 
the  PCAA swimming 
championships  will be 
held 
today at the 
Belmont  Plaza pool 
in Long Beach. 
GOLF 
Hayward
 State will bring its 
golf team into town today
 
to 
meet  the SJS linksmen
 at San Jose 
Country  Club in a 
1 
p.m.  match. 
RUGBY  
The SJS Rugby
 Club takes on 





Students  are 
urged  not to bring










 preferred if 
you must 





 team will get 
a chance to 
venge 
a loss to Santa 
Clara  earlier this 
year when the two
 
lubs
 collide in a 
doubleheader
 tomorrow 








Spartababes  have 
pitchers Dave 
Adornetto,  Steve 
Gordon








































































































game in the B 
league 
was between Kokanes 
Blues and 
Lucy's  Lakers. 
K okanes
 Blues triumphed, 
50-26. 
The 
Bailers and the Un-
knowns were 
the victors in 






 Chi, the 
Weaver Brothers, Sigma Nu 
and the 






man) season begins April 4. 
Get a team organized and 








































 - SJSC 
Members
 
The SJS tennis team took 
all matches at south campus 
yesterday for a 9-0 win over 
the University of San Fran -
re,'.,
 
The Spartans' No I man, 
Carlos Kirmayr, 










 ISJS1 d 
Bruce  






1SJS)  d 
Ron 
Tong.














































































s 294  1455 Just 
west of Sears 
King 
Queen $24. Dbl 
$22, 
Twin SIC Safety
 Liners $2, 
Frames $10 plus 10 Year Guaran 
tee on all 




pillows, tapestries  
Ask 
about  our N 
HO
 policy 
294  1455 




'fresh r. ut " 
flower
 
shop We have the 
hest
 qual ity flowers 
at the lowest prices in town
 Lovely 
carnations  at $1 00 dot (no kidding) 










 Bachelor Buttons 
950 bunch,
 - Daffodils, 
Tulips.  Iris. 
Stock. Violets 
etc etc etc You name 
it- 
 -we've got 
it'd 
Whether
 you buy one 
flower or a dozen you
 will receive the 
same
 "fuss le ribbons




 gift wrapped You never got 
so much
 torso little money TRY US-
-YOU'LL 
LIKE  US!! We 
also  have a 
large selection of 
potted  plants, ter-
rariums. dish 
gardens and dry 
ar-
rangement flowers 
Everything  at 
prices you can 
afford Our specialty 
is our 
small  ' fkir the hospital" 
ar-
rangements 




and  -just 
enough"
 We are 
open 
9 AM to 7 PM daily & Sunday il 2 day
 
Holidays)






end of the 









Sell your own Vehicle, Invest
 a total 
of $800 and 
 little of your time. 
Thousands 
of
 "Prospective Buyers 
(admitted
 free) each weekend (We 
average over 30 
"Specific Buyers" 
for each new VW and moderately pr iced 
transportation 

















pleted  each weekend! 2879566 Every 
weekend Sat & Sun 
961,4prn Every 
weekend Sat & 
Sun 9arn-4prn Capitol 
Drive -In  Theatre Capitol Expressway 
























MARY" IN AN ORIGINAL 20's AT-
MOSPHERE,  DIRECTLY BEHIND
 THE 
-RED BARN- 3166 











p m Contribution $2
 
73814 2nd
















3 p rn 


















 at 1/2 to 
1/4 off retail 
Don't be 
ripped  off 
by









Sunnyvale  152 






















































Today's  Music or 
"Class.cal"
 










GREEN THUMB LOVES YOU 
If 
you're  




good condition Will pay $30 Call 
Brian 289-1982 
7 DAYS 
THE SUBMARINE OPEN 
Tropical Fish and
 Supplies 
Candle Craft and Supplies 
97 E San Salvador 
293-9006  
GET 
CASH  FOR YOUR STORE COU-
PONS. Ex 150  
off on next purchase 
of MJB coffee Phone Jim 298-2170 
Can business  
adjust  to the future when 
Duality of life and not Quantity is the 
primary consideration 
MR. FRANK MERRILL THINKS
 
$O. 
HEAR. MR. MERRILL MARCH 15th,  
1100 AM, CONCERT HALL, MUSIC 
B
LDG.  
FROM THE SOUKS OF MOROCCO!! 
Ernb Shirts, Caftans,  Leather Goods 
Jewelry
 and magic beads LOW 
PRICES, Come and browse over a 
cup of mint tea at AHMEDS 50 N 
7th St 
4-10 P M 
CAR RALLEY 




Corvette  Club 900 a m Sun 
March  12 Start at 
Preto  Ghee Santa 
Cruz,








 America gather in 
Dallas
 next June lust becuase 
they  
love Jesus







vehicles In one stop, All makes'  
All models 
All prires Free Admis-
sion Free 
Parting PUBLIC AUTO 
MART See our ad 
Announcements 
B ARGAIN. 19 
JAVELIN  with 390 cu 
Excellent 
condition Ong $4,100 
Asifing 
$1.550 Call










 1350 287 7279 
FOR SALL







"69 AUSTIN AMERICA 
$600 
- New 
tires Call 262 7436
 
196/1 HONDA 160; %Int tires, 
rings, 
valves, plugs 
. tool set, shop 
manual  included, 
14,500  moles 
5250
 


























 for 2 

















 II WAGON 6 cyl 3 -speed 
man trans 




SET OF 4 VW chrome wheels, 
excel  - 
lent condition Need 2 tires 5100 or 
best offer Call Linda at 266.1296 
'66 SUZUKI
 X-6 Musyler
 6 speed 
trans 
Excellent road 
bike  Good 
paint 
and in Good 
running condition
 
Must  sell $285 
or








 Van. New tires. 
4-sp-
bum 
eng  $100 '58 Dodge 
P-11  5200, 
287-4386  
'69 MUSTANG
 MACH I, 
351, at PS, 
pb, fact 
air. VT, New tires & shocks
 








Assume  Loan, 
Call
 
















$46  00, 
Double  $44. 
Twin $33
 





















people  and 
right  on 
prices.
 35 





35c  per 
pound Any amount Ph 293-2954 
LARGEST  SELECTION of current. 
used paperbacks, records 
and books 
1/2 price Quality books
 and records 
purchased
 Top pr ces paid- - -cash. or 
trade Lots of fiction, 
supplementals, 
and classics RECYCLE 
BOOK 






























and  whtte. 
Great  for 
ceilings, 
drapes,  clothes,
 etc Only 
$5 
Vtsit one 




west  of SJS) 
Ph 






















































professional  g  d 
turntable
 Built in eight track 
tape 
player, extra 
large  air suspension 
speakers. Value 
over $329  Sell 
$225 
or best offer Call 251-4092 
USED REFRIGERATOR,
 very good 
condition. $50,




Buckle boots, 5100. Ph 287-4386 









 to Help 
Other  People 
Money

















 42 297-3866 
















GIRLS WANTED for 
nude 
modeling.  Study while  you 
work 
No sex or porno. $50 to 
S100 per 
day 




 eveni nes. Artists & 
Models  Studoo 1415 
Alameda  el 
9913-1965  
"ATTRACTIVE
















 328 7071 
JOBS -TELEPHONE SALES -Long hair 
oh
 $2 to $3 plus pr/hr 354-6186 
UNLIMITED MONEY OPPORTUNITY 
Direct Sales/Crew Management Ma-
ture -Interested students only A new 






 POSITION WITH EX-
TENSIVE training Male Super. 
lose 6 
male  mentally retarded adults 




staff time 1-3 units credit $22 a 






Sell the Shaklee line 4A biodegnidabie,
 
non polluting prodcuts Liberal 
bonuses, 
benefits and an excellent 
retirement




JOBS ON SHIPS! 
MEN WOMEN. Per,  
fact summer job or




travel  Send 
5200 for 
on 





ELECTRICIAN  WANTED 
to 
fix my burned out outlets Must 
know what the hell he's 
doing, Call 
295-8444 Larry or John 
HUSTLERS 
SAT. & SUN. ONLY 
Earning potential -in excess of $100 
a day Green Thumb Inc 249.4010 
EXTRA INCOME 
Telephone I rom home 
evenings  4 9 p m 
Good  commission 








 Houses 3 & 4 Bedrooms 
2 Baths 
Furnished
 Apts & Studios 
1 & 2 bedrooms 
Rental Specialists since 1955 
Borelli Realty, 295 No 10th 
Call 297 2410 
GIRLS ONLY!
 New rooms 
withltitchen 
pro From $60 99 So 







 or 295.8514 
CLASS 3 Bdrm.
 APT, ONLY ONE 
LEFT AEK 




 470S 11th 
267-7590  
SM,  2 BORM. $135. 1 bdrrn 
$110,  




HOUSE  close to cam-
pus has 
room available 
the  Tel of 





FLICKS  "THE 
BOYS





 Frey 7 & 
10
 pm Mar 
10 
Morris Dailey





 2 bdrrn 
2 bathroom 











BOHM,  1 
BATH





large  refrig 
$190, 1st 
di
 last plus $50
 dee plus 
refer































 off campus 
End food 
knee & 
maid  star 
Parking,  color 
TV 
, Inside court 
yard Beautiful'
 












in all girl house
 Wash di Dry,
 priv 
retro:), kit 
priv, one block 
from cam-
pus. $50 


































 $150 Unfurn 
$140 Quiet. 
roomy, 1/2 
blk  to SJS 
Ideal
 for 3 
rwirnates 








 with us 
Mellow,  
stogie,
 upperclass or 
grad into Art 
& Health food 
238-1261  
SPACIOUS  1 
BORN.  APT. 
unf No 
children




corner  of 7th, 286-2006 
Mod F urn 





Apt  04 $130 Wtr 
& grb Inc 
Quiet  No pets 
Available 
Apr  1st 
463 5 7th 






Share  4 bdrm 
house  with 3 
others  
Own 




 333S 1116 
St. 287-0729 
ROOMMATE
 NEEDED for 
townhouse 
apt 446 







BORN,  APT. 
Now $125 mo.
 furnished 
287-0465 633 5 
Eh St 
SPACIOUS

































 FLICKS "THE 





Frey 7 di 
10



























































































 available for ar-
tists. photographers, students,  groups, 
workshops  Rates 
open NO porno
 






















 from SJS 
Mrs 
Asionian  Call 
299 
4104  
RENT A TV OR STEREO 
$10 per 
Month,
 free service, no contract Call 
Fiche's 
251-2598 
PARACHUTE JUMP INSTRUCTION 
Complete forst 
jump
 course All 
equipment furnished Special student 











6 Mary Bryn. 
AUTO INSURANCE 










ter's - Reports 
Diserttions  






NO TIME TO 
CLEAN your house or 
ept We'll clean it for 
you $5 
 week Call Sandy
 or Linn 298-4089  
FOR PROBLEM PREGNANCY CARE, 
pregnancy testing, contraception and 
sterilation Call Family Planning 
Alternatives 289-9011 
EXPERIENCED  TYPING -Electric 
Term Papers, 
Thesis.




terrnpapers,  etc. One block 
from campus Reasonable rates -
editing 






Ring  San Jose State 
BA
 
1967 Emerald & Gold 
Call 247-9185










male,  rust brown, large 
shop
-
lab mm. Lost on campus. Scare 
on side, answers to Juba If seen 
call Jeannie 
at
 371-6562 anytime 
TRANSPORTATION 












FLIGHT CHAIRMAN -19161 
451-7905 
4246 OVERLAND, DEPT. B 
CULVER CITY,
 CA., 90230 
EUROPE -ISRAEL
 -EAST AFRICA 
Student  Travel Discounts,
 inexpensive 
student 
camping tours through out 
West  
and East Europe,
 including Rossi.. 
SOFA agent





 San Vicente 
Bled,  //11 LA 
Calif. 
90049








 4-7 pm 
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS 
Australia, Europe. S America, Africa 








rnation-Write, Jobs 0  
, Dept. 





Inclusive London departures Small 
group
 camping travel loges 
113-30)
 
Also Europe. Africa Write Whole 
Earth Expeditions, Ltd., US Agents 




K C , Mo 64141 
FLYING
 SOON? 
EAST to Denver, Chicago, New York. 
Boston,  Washington or Europe  
WEST  
to Hawaii or theOrient Your TWA 
Campus Rep Bruce Freeman 
cannel') 
you 
make  your GETAWAY NOW! Save 
1.3
 with a TWA YOUTH PASSPORT
 and 




GETAWAY CREDITCARD. Caliente* 
at 
2870688
 for information 
EURORAIL  -tours -sofaf lights 
carrentals -hostels 
-pensions  sports - 
europeencarsshipping  -sleeping
 bags-






NEED RIDE TO EUGENE 
OR.  over 
Spring Break
 Will share driving & 
cost 















And to place 
your ad 
go to JC-207 










































































Your  Ad 
Here:  
Cu.n,r,1 .1,1,3 
sparer  In, 
Pr tnt Name 
address   
Lily   
SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER OR 
CASH 
TO. SPARTAN  
DAILY 
CCASSIFIED,
 'SAN JOSE STATE 
COLLEGE. CALIF 95114 
Ph
 









 dafoo only 
 No refunds 
canrell.,1.1s  
 PHONE
 
277  3175
 
